STUDENT SENATE AUTHORIZATION 2019-104

TITLE: Young Life College

AUTHOR: Senate Allocations Committee

AMOUNT: $810.00

Special Request for:

- Programming $560.00
- Advertising $250.00
- Copies $0.00
- Food $0.00
- Travel $0.00

Grand Total $810.00

President: Rebekah Malpass

Active Members: 65

Purpose: Walking through life with other students is not a right. It is an earned privilege. We believe the honor of doing life with one another comes when we create a safe environment where people can dare to be vulnerable. At YoungLife "Club," we create such a place. YoungLife College strives to be a place full of free expression, where students may come to be known and loved for who they are. We use games, team building, and speakers to build relationships that facilitate honest discussion about faith and Christ.

Activities: Our purpose is to create a place for Christian and non-Christian students that fosters honest and open conversation about life and the college experience through the lens of faith. As an organization, we believe the Bible is relevant and a teaching tool for the struggles and obstacles inherent to this stage of our lives. Our vision is to create a place where students can walk through these obstacles and life together and look to the Gospel as a guide. Our hope is to reach all disinterested and unchurched students at the University of Florida.

Proviso: This allocation will exhaust at the end of the fiscal year on June 30, 2019
Michael Murphy  1/31/19
Senate President

Stefan Sanguyo  1/30/19
Student Body Treasurer

Dr. Dave Parrott  2/4/19
Vice President for Student Affairs